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Cyrus The Great Production Company, IncCyrus The Great Production Company, Inc

21515 Hawthorn Blvd., #20421515 Hawthorn Blvd., #204
Torrance, CA 90503Torrance, CA 90503

www.cyrusthemovie.comwww.cyrusthemovie.com

A crowdfunding investment involves risk. You should not invest any funds in thisA crowdfunding investment involves risk. You should not invest any funds in this
offering unless you can afford to lose your entire investment.offering unless you can afford to lose your entire investment.

In making an investment decision, investors must rely on their own examination ofIn making an investment decision, investors must rely on their own examination of
the issuer and the terms of the offering, including the merits and risks involved. Thesethe issuer and the terms of the offering, including the merits and risks involved. These
securities have not been recommended or approved by any federal or state securitiessecurities have not been recommended or approved by any federal or state securities
commission or regulatory authority. Furthermore, these authorities have not passedcommission or regulatory authority. Furthermore, these authorities have not passed

upon the accuracy or adequacy of this document.upon the accuracy or adequacy of this document.

The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission does not pass upon the merits of anyThe U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission does not pass upon the merits of any
securities offered or the terms of the offering, nor does it pass upon the accuracy orsecurities offered or the terms of the offering, nor does it pass upon the accuracy or

completeness of any offering document or literature.completeness of any offering document or literature.

These securities are offered under an exemption from registration; however, the U.S.These securities are offered under an exemption from registration; however, the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission has not made an independent determinationSecurities and Exchange Commission has not made an independent determination

that these securities are exempt from registration.that these securities are exempt from registration.



CompanyCompany Cyrus The Great Production Company, Inc.
  

Corporate AddressCorporate Address 21515 Hawthorne Blvd., #204, Torrance, CA 90503
  

Description of BusinessDescription of Business Produce and distribute the Motion Picture "Cyrus"
  

Type of Security OfferedType of Security Offered Revenue Participation Rights
  

Purchase Price of SecurityPurchase Price of Security
OfferedOffered

$250

  
Minimum InvestmentMinimum Investment
Amount (per investor) Amount (per investor) 

$250

THE OFFERINGTHE OFFERING

Maximum $107,000 of revenue participation rights ($107,000)

Minimum $10,000 of revenue participation rights ($10,000)

Revenue Participation RightsRevenue Participation Rights

Distribution RightsDistribution Rights  

Adjusted Gross Proceeds (those proceeds available to Producer after payment of
expenses, debts, deferments, and contractually or legally obligated payments, as more
specifically defined below) shall be allocated as follows:

First, 100% (100%) of Adjusted Gross Proceeds shall be paid to Investor and the
Additional Investors on a pro rata (based on the ratio that their respective financing
contributions bears to the aggregate of the Investor Funds and the Additional Funds)
and pari passu basis until such time, if ever, as Investor has received an amount equal
to one hundred and twenty percent (120%) of the Investor Funds, and the Additional
Investors have received an amount equal to one hundred and twenty percent (120%) of
the Additional Funds; and following such time, if ever, as Investor has recouped an
amount equal to one hundred and twenty percent (120%) of the Investor Funds,  and
the Additional Investors have recouped an amount equal to one hundred and twenty
percent (120%) of the Additional  Funds, then any remaining Adjusted Gross Proceeds
shall be referred to as “Net Proceeds”, and shall be paid as follows: (a) fifty percent
(50%) to Producer (“Producer’s Net Proceeds”); and (b) fifty percent (50%) to Investor
and the Additional Investors on a pro rata basis (based on the ratio that their
respective contributions bears to the aggregate of the Investor Funds, and the
Additional Funds. 



RevenuesRevenues are generated through sale of domestic distribution rights, selling licencing
rights to video on demand platforms such as Netflix, amazon Prime, Hulu, iTunes, and
cable providers and DVD/Blue-Ray. Additionally, we will also be looking to partner up
with Foreign Sales Agents to market and sell the movie internationally, territory-by-
territory, at the many film markets and conventions held throughout the year. These
markets and conventions take place in various cities (Cannes, France, Berlin,
Germany, Santa Monica, California, etc.) around the world, where buyers from 39 non-
US countries seek to purchase the rights to independently produced movies such as
“Cyrus”“Cyrus”. Additionally, Games could be a very significant source of revenue as the
movie Cyrus has huge potential for games.

Perks* Perks* 

SupporterSupporter-- $500+$500+ --A personalized film poster signed by the cast.

BackerBacker-- $2,000+$2,000+ --A personalized film poster to you signed by the cast, producer and
director.

Star-Star-- $3,000+$3,000+--Two tickets to the premier and after party in Los Angeles. You get to
walk down the red carpet with the stars! Time and date TBA. You must provide your
own travel and accommodations.

 Red Carpet Club Red Carpet Club-- $4,000$4,000+--A medium size painting about a scene of the movie by
Davood Roostaei, the Master of Cryptorealism and internationally well-known artist
and four posters signed by the cast, producer and director. Two tickets to the premiere
and the afterparty in Los Angeles, where you can walk down the red carpet with the
stars (Time and date TBA)

Affiliate ProducerAffiliate Producer-- $10,000$10,000+-- Credit on IMDB and/or our website, and since you are
an affiliate producer, you get to visit the set while we are filming! You and a guest get
to meet the cast and crew (filming date/location TBA). Four tickets to the premiere
and the afterparty in Los Angeles, where you can walk down the red carpet with the
stars (Time and date TBA) and a large painting by the Master Davood Roostaei about a
scene of the movie. Maybe an extra on the set. You must provide your own travel and
accommodations.

Co-Executive ProducerCo-Executive Producer--$25,000+-- Credit on screen and on IMDB. And you get to
visit the set while we are filming! You and a guest to meet the cast and crew and hang
out. (Filming date/location TBA). Four tickets to the premiere and afterparty in Los
Angeles, and you get to walk down the red carpet with the stars! (Time and date TBA).
Includes two large painting by the Master Davood Roostaei about a scene of the
movie. Maybe an extra on the set. You must provide
your own travel and accommodations.

Executive ProducerExecutive Producer--$100,000$100,000+-- Credit on screen and on IMDB. And you get to visit
the set while we are filming! You and a guest to meet the cast and crew and hang out.



(Filming date/location TBA). Eight tickets to the premiere and afterparty in Los
Angeles, and you get to walk down the red carpet with the stars! (Time and date TBA).
Includes two paintings by the Master Davood Roostaei about two scenes of the movie.
An extra on the set. You must provide your own travel and accommodations. Perks are
meant to be a “thank you” from the company for investing, and to provide you with an
experience not available to the public.

Perks are meant to be a “thank you” from the company for investing and to provide
you with an experience not available to the public. If you qualify for a perk that can
only be fulfilled by being at a certain place on a certain date and you cannot make that
time and place, we regret that we cannot change our schedule to accommodate any
investor – you will have to forgo that perk.

*All Perks occur after the offering is completed.

Multiple ClosingsMultiple Closings

If we reach the target offering amount prior to the offering deadline, we may conduct
the first of multiple closings of the offering early, if we provide notice about the new
offering deadline at least five business days prior (absent a material change that
would require an extension of the offering and reconfirmation of the investment
commitment).

THE COMPANY AND ITS BUSINESSTHE COMPANY AND ITS BUSINESS

The company's businessThe company's business

Description of BusinessDescription of Business

Cyrus The Great Production Company, Inc., is an independent production company
developing and producing the feature film CYRUSCYRUS. A film based on the life and legacy
of Cyrus The Great who founded the Persian Empire, freed the Jews from Babylon and
created the first Human Rights Charter and changed the world history.

We have completed the Screenplay and we are in the pre-production phase and are
completing the budget, storyboard, concept art and are in negotiation with directors
and actors.

Sales, Supply Chain & Customer BaseSales, Supply Chain & Customer Base

Our product, the motion picture, CYRUSCYRUS will be marketed to movie goers and watchers
worldwide.  A multitude of distribution outlets will likely be employed including but
not limited to theatrical release, video on demand, subscription-based video on
demand, broadcast, DVD/Blu-Ray - and these will be in both foreign and domestic
markets.  All these distribution channels will provide revenue streams for the film.



 Companion products like a novelization, soundtrack and other ancillary items will
also provide revenue streams for the company.  

The film will be strategically marketed to those interested in epic action films,
historical films, and specifically will be targeted to Persians, Jewish, Christians and all
countries with historical ties to the legacy of Cyrus The Great.  

CompetitionCompetition

All movies compete for movie-goers' dollars based on interest, timing, and marketing.
The epic action genre is a strong sector with a highly supportive fan base. 

The major studios do not make many epic historical movies. Therefore, there is not
much competition in this genre. Our movie CyrusCyrus is very unique. It is based on a true
story.  It has a strong message (Human Rights Charter), adventure (three major
battles), historical events (release of Jews from Babylon) love story and sex (scenes in
Babylon the sin-city).

Liabilities and Litigation your company is involved inLiabilities and Litigation your company is involved in

None

The teamThe team

Officers and directorsOfficers and directors

Alan J.
Bailey

President, Chairman of the Board & Secretary of Cyrus the Great
Production Company / Executive Producer

Alan J. Bailey 
Alan Baily is the Chairman of the Board, President and Secretary of Cyrus The Great
Production Company, Inc. He is the founder, CEO and CFO of Dynamic Media Group,
Inc. based in Century City, California, which is a new media entertainment company
with three operating divisions: Dynamic Media Network, the producer and distributor
of Dynamic Media Network, the producer and distributor of high definition original TV
content; Dynamic Media Music, the producer and distributor of original music
content; and Dynamic Media Pictures, an independent motion picture and television
production, finance and global distribution enterprise. Mr. Alan Bailey is on a full-
time basis with Cyrus Production Company, Inc. He works 40 hours per week at Cyrus
Production Company, Cyrus Productions Company is his primary jobs.

Number of Employees: 5

Related party transactionsRelated party transactions



The company has not conducted any related party transactions.

RISK FACTORSRISK FACTORS

These are the principal risks that related to the company and its business:

Crowdfunding Investment Crowdfunding Investment A crowdfunding investment involves risk. You should
not invest any funds in this offering unless you can afford to lose your entire
investment. In making an investment decision, investors must rely on their own
examination of the issuer and the terms of offering, including the merits and risk
involved. These securities have not been recommended or approved by any
federal or state securities commission or regulatory authority. Furthermore,
these authorities have not passed upon the accuracy or adequacy of this
document. The U.S. Securities and Exchange Omission does not pass upon the
merits of any securities offered or the terms of offering, nor does it pass upon
the accuracy or the completeness of any offering document or literature. These
securities are offered under an exemption from registration; however, the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission has not made an independent
determination that these securities are exempt from registration.
Financing Financing We rely on external financing and investment to fund our operations.
We anticipate, based on our current proposed plans that, if the Minimum
Amount is raised in this Offering, it will be sufficient to satisfy our contemplated
cash requirements through approximately June 1, 20178 assuming that we do
not accelerate the development of other opportunities available to us, engage in
an extraordinary transaction or otherwise face unexpected events, costs or
contingencies, any of which could affect our cash requirements.
Economic Conditions Economic Conditions We are sensitive to general business and economic
conditions in the U.S. and globally as well as with local, state, and federal
governmental policy decisions. Declines in economic conditions in the US or in
other countries in which our films will be shown may adversely impact our
potential Box Office revenue results. Inflation, recession, currency exchange
rates, depression, high unemployment levels, and other unfavorable economic
conditions could affect our revenue and costs.
Startup Company Startup Company Our company is a newly formed organization. We have a
limited operating history and have not generated revenue from intended
operations yet. Our business model currently focus on our film's production
rather than generating revenue. While we intend to generate revenue in the
future, we cannot assure you when or if we will be able to do so.
Competition Competition Our competitors are major studios worldwide. They are better-
funded companies with more experience and have significantly greater financial,
technical and human resources which may affect our success. These competitors
also compete with us in recruiting and retaining qualified personnel and
acquiring technologies. Smaller or early stage companies may also prove to be
significant competitors, particularly through collaborative arrangements with
large and established companies. Accordingly, our competitors may
commercialize their films more rapidly or effectively than we are able to, which
would adversely affect our competitive position, the likelihood that our film will



achieve initial market acceptance and our ability to generate meaningful
additional revenues from our products
Labor Laws Labor Laws Labor Laws / Conditions Labor laws for actors, or strike by actors'
unions may affect our ability to complete the picture. Various federal and state
labor laws govern our relationship with our employees and affect operating
costs. These laws include minimum wage requirements, overtime pay,
healthcare reform and the implementation of the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act, unemployment tax rates, workers’ compensation rates,
citizenship requirements, union membership and sales taxes
Spending Habits and Use of Time by Audiences Spending Habits and Use of Time by Audiences We face risks relating to
competition for the leisure time and discretionary spending of audiences, which
has intensified in part due to advances in technology and changes in consumer
expectations and behavior. Our business is subject to risks relating to increasing
competition for the leisure time and discretionary spending of consumers. We
compete with all other sources of entertainment and information delivery.
Technological Advancement Technological Advancement Technological advancements, such as new video
formats and Internet streaming and downloading of programming that can be
viewed on televisions, computers and mobile devices have increased the number
of entertainment and information delivery choices available to consumers and
intensified the challenges posed by audience fragmentation.
Change in Consumer Behavior and Preferences Change in Consumer Behavior and Preferences The increasing number of
choices available to audiences, including low-cost or free choices, could
negatively impact not only consumer demand for our products and services, but
also advertisers’ willingness to purchase advertising from us. Our failure to
effectively anticipate or adapt to new technologies and changes in consumer
expectations and behavior could significantly adversely affect our competitive
position and its business and results of operations.
Availability of Personnel Availability of Personnel In order for the Company to compete and grow, it must
attract, recruit, retain and develop the necessary personnel who have the needed
experience. Recruiting and retaining highly qualified personnel is critical to our
success. These demands may require us to hire additional personnel and will
require our existing management personnel to develop additional expertise. We
face intense competition for personnel. The failure to attract and retain
personnel or to develop such expertise could delay or halt the development and
commercialization of our product candidates. If we experience difficulties in
hiring and retaining personnel in key positions, we could suffer from delays in
the production of our films, which could adversely affect operating results. Our
consultants, partners, team members, and advisers may be employed by third
parties and may have commitments under consulting or advisory contracts with
third parties that may limit their availability to us. Various team members may
not be available at different stages in the development, production or
postproduction of the film, in which case suitable personnel will be substituted
by management.
Loss of talent Loss of talent Loss of talent through sickness or conflict may adversely affect the
schedule or ability to complete production. Dependence on Audience
Acceptance Our success is primarily dependent on audience acceptance of our



films, which is extremely difficult to predict and, therefore, inherently risky. We
cannot predict the economic success of any of our feature films because the
revenue derived from the distribution of a film (which does not necessarily
directly correlate with the production or distribution costs incurred) depends
primarily upon its acceptance by the public, which cannot be accurately
predicted. The economic success of a film also depends upon the public’s
acceptance of competing series and films, the availability of alternative forms of
entertainment and leisure-time activities, general economic conditions and
other tangible and intangible factors, all of which can change and cannot be
predicted with certainty.
Effectiveness of Content Effectiveness of Content The economic success of a film is largely determined by
our ability to produce content and develop stories and characters that appeal to
a broad audience and by effective marketing. If we are unable to accurately judge
audience acceptance of our film content or to have the film effectively marketed,
the commercial success of the film will be in doubt, which could result in costs
not being recouped or anticipated profits not being realized.
Profitability Risk Profitability Risk Our feature film may not generate enough revenue to offset its
pre-production, production, post-production, distribution, and marketing costs.
Single Source of Revenue Generation Single Source of Revenue Generation The film might never be made. If the film
fails for any reason, is never produced or is abandoned, the Purchasers will not
receive any return on their investment and will lose all of their investment
amount.
Limited Rights of Investors Holders of Revenue Participation Rights Limited Rights of Investors Holders of Revenue Participation Rights Investors or
Revenue Participation Rights have no voting rights. The Purchasers will have no
right to participate in the business or affairs of the Company. The Financing
Agreement does not contain any rights relating to the operation of the business
or otherwise.
Film Decision Making Film Decision Making As between Producer and Financier, all business and
creative decisions about the Picture shall be made solely by Producer(s)

OWNERSHIP AND CAPITAL STRUCTURE; RIGHTS OF THE SECURITIESOWNERSHIP AND CAPITAL STRUCTURE; RIGHTS OF THE SECURITIES

OwnershipOwnership

Alan Baily, 41.0% ownership, Common stock

Classes of securitiesClasses of securities

Common Stock: 1,500

Voting RightsVoting Rights 

Common Shares, No Par Value, One Class, 1500 share have been authorized.
Shareholders may vote on major corporate issues, such as changes to the charter
or election of directors, at shareholder meetings. Shareholders have one vote per
share.



Parties to the Investor Financing Agreement shall have no voting rights in the
Company.

Dividend RightsDividend Rights (include if applicable )

Subject to the prior rights of holders of all classes of stock at the time
outstanding having prior rights as to dividends, the holders of the Common
Stock shall be entitled to receive, when and as declared by the Board of
Directors, out of any assets of the Corporation legally available therefor, such
dividends as may be declared from time to time by the Board of Directors.

Rights to Receive Liquidation DistributionsRights to Receive Liquidation Distributions

In the event corporation liquidates its assets, the company's creditors are the
first in line to receive funds from the liquidation. Bondholders and owners of
other corporate debt securities are the next recipients to be paid. Only after
these debts are paid shareholders lay claim to liquidated assets. Common stock
owners have no special liquidation rights and will receive their payments only if
any funds remain.

Rights and PreferencesRights and Preferences

Individuals that own common shares of the company stock are viewed as the true
owners of that company. As such, a common shareholder has specific privileges
and rights that are governed by the laws of the State of Nevada.

All common shareholders have the right to share in the company's profitability,
income and assets, a degree of control and influence over company management
selection, preemptive rights to newly issued shares, and general meeting voting
rights.

Revenue Participation Rights: 0

Revenue Participation RightsRevenue Participation Rights

Our business is to produce and distribute a first-class motion picture based in
the life and legacy of Cyrus the GreatCyrus the Great. The production budget is between $ 15
million and $ 20 million, depending on the cost of the main cast and the
shooting location. We would like to raise an initial $107,000 through
crowdfunding, followed by an additional raise of up to $ 1,070,000 to fund initial
development and pre-production costs. The crowdfunding investors will be a
part of the overall financing for the movie and will have the potential to
participate on a revenue sharing basis in the net profits from the distribution of
the motion picture. 

Adjusted Gross ProceedsAdjusted Gross Proceeds (those proceeds available to Producer after payment of
expenses, debts, deferments, and contractually or legally obligated payments, as
more specifically defined below) shall be allocated as follows:



First, 100% (100%) of Adjusted Gross Proceeds shall be paid to Investor and the
Additional Investors on a pro rata (based on the ratio that their respective
financing contributions bears to the aggregate of the Investor Funds and the
Additional Funds) and pari passu basis until such time, if ever, as Investor has
received an amount equal to one hundred and twenty percent (120%) of the
Investor Funds, and the Additional Investors have received an amount equal to
one hundred and twenty percent (120%) of the Additional Funds; and following
such time, if ever, as Investor has recouped an amount equal to one hundred and
twenty percent (120%) of the Investor Funds,  and the Additional Investors have
recouped an amount equal to one hundred and twenty percent (120%) of the
Additional  Funds, then any remaining Adjusted Gross Proceeds shall be referred
to as “Net Proceeds”, and shall be paid as follows: (a) fifty percent (50%) to
Producer (“Producer’s Net Proceeds”); and (b) fifty percent (50%) to Investor
and the Additional Investors on a pro rata basis (based on the ratio that their
respective contributions bears to the aggregate of the Investor Funds, and the
Additional Funds. 

The investor’s portion of revenue could be diluted due to the company raising
additional funds beyond the projected budget amount.  When the company
raises additional funds, the percentage of the revenue that you own will go
down, even though the profits of the company may go up. In this case, you will
own a smaller percentage of the investor’s “pool” of the profits. This increase in
funds raised could result from another crowdfunding round, a private offering,
or angel investment.

RevenuesRevenues are generated through sale of domestic distribution rights, selling
licensing rights to video on demand platforms such as Netflix, amazon Prime,
Hulu, iTunes, and cable providers and DVD/Blue-Ray. Additionally, we will also
be looking to partner up with Foreign Sales Agents to market and sell the movie
internationally, territory-by-territory, at the many film markets and conventions
held throughout the year. These markets and conventions take place in various
cities (Cannes, France, Berlin, Germany, Santa Monica, California, etc.) around
the world, where buyers from 39 non-US countries seek to purchase the rights to
independently produced movies such as “Cyrus”“Cyrus”. Additionally, Games could be a
very significant source of revenue as the movie Cyrus has huge potential for
games.

What it means to be a Minority HolderWhat it means to be a Minority Holder

As a holder of Revenue Participation Rights, you will have no voting rights, and
limited ability, if at all, to influence our policies or any other corporate matter,
including the election of directors, changes to the Company's governance documents,
additional issuance of securities, company repurchases of securities, a sale of the
Company or of assets of the Company, or transactions with related parties.

You are considered a minority shareholder if you own less than 50 percent of the



company shares. However, whether you own 1 or 49 percent of the company, you have
basic rights as a minority shareholder to vote and share in the profits as well as
monitor the performance of the company. 

DilutionDilution

DilutionDilution

The investor’s portion of revenue could be diluted due to the company raising
additional funds beyond the projected budget amount.  When the company raises
additional funds, the percentage of the revenue that you own will go down, even
though the profits of the company may go up. In this case, you will own a smaller
percentage of the investor’s “pool” of the profits. This increase in funds raised could
result from another crowdfunding round, a private offering, or angel investment.

If the company decides to raise over the published maximum, an investor could
experience value dilution, with his or her pro-rated percentage being worth less than
before.

If the Company reaches its initial maximum goal of $107,000, it is expected that the
Company will increase its offering maximum to $1,070,000, which will create the
opportunity for such dilution.

Investors should understand the potential for dilution. Each Investor's stake in the
Company, could be diluted due to the Company issuing additional shares. In other
words, when the Company issues more shares, the percentage of the Company that
you own will increase, even though the value of the Company may increase. You will
own a smaller piece of a larger company. This increases in number of shares
outstanding could result from a stock offering (such as an initial public offering,
another crowdfunding round, a venture capital round or angel investment), employees
exercising stock options, or by conversion of certain instruments (e.g., convertible
notes, preferred shares or warrants) into stock.

If we decide to issue more shares, an Investor could experience value dilution, with
each share being worth less than before, and control dilution, with the total
percentage an investor owns being less than before. There may also be earnings
dilution, with a reduction in the amount earned per share (although this typically
occurs only if we offer dividends, and most early stage companies are unlikely to offer
dividends, referring to invest any earnings into the Company).

The type of dilution that hurts early-stage investors mostly occurs when the company
sells more shares in a "down round," meaning at a lower valuation than in earlier
offerings.

If you are making an investment expecting to own a certain percentage of the
Company or expecting each share to hold a certain amount of value, it is important to
realize how the value of those shares can decrease by actions taken by the Company.
Dilution can make drastic changes to the value of each share, ownership percentage,



voting control, and earnings per share.

Transferability of securitiesTransferability of securities

For a year, the securities can only be resold:

In an IPO;
To the company;
To an accredited investor; and
To a member of the family of the purchaser or the equivalent, to a trust
controlled by the purchaser, to a trust created for the benefit of a member of the
family of the purchaser or the equivalent, or in connection with the death or
divorce of the purchaser or other similar circumstance.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND FINANCIAL CONDITION; MATERIALFINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND FINANCIAL CONDITION; MATERIAL
INDEBTEDNESSINDEBTEDNESS

Financial StatementsFinancial Statements

Our financial statements can be found attached to this document. The financial
review covers the period ending in 2017-12-31.

Financial ConditionFinancial Condition

Results of OperationResults of Operation

Our business is to produce and distribute a first-class motion picture based in the life
and legacy of Cyrus the Great. The production budget is $ 15 million, depending on
the cost of the main cast and the shooting location. We would like to raise an initial
$107,000 through crowdfunding, followed by an additional raise of up to $ 1,070,000
to fund initial development and pre-production costs. The crowdfunding investors
will be a part of the overall financing for the movie and will have the potential to
participate on a revenue sharing basis in the net profits from the distribution of the
motion picture. We already have a very powerful script and pre-production trailers
covering various movie scenes and the synopsis. With initial financing, we can secure
the expertise of additional production resources (Unit Production Manager, Cost
estimator, Casting Director and Music Supervisor, Etc.) to prepare a detailed
production budget, shooting schedule, and production plan. Our Finished product will
be a fully completed motion picture suitable for global distribution.  

Financial MilestonesFinancial Milestones

 Typically, in raising money for an independent film, you rarely get all the money from
one place. It tends to come from a variety of different sources to get the full amount.
Therefore, we are seeking the starting funds here. Depending on how much we can
raise here, we have a plan on how to move forward: 

• Use part of the money to raise awareness of the equity fundraising campaign to let



more investors learn of the opportunity while the campaign is still running. Use as a
proof of concept to attract additional team members to expand our current network. 

• With almost a third of the budget attained we can begin to use our connections to
obtain matching funds. From there we can hire a sales agent and work on obtaining a
cast that will give us solid exposure both nationally and internationally. This will allow
us to get some pre-sales from several territories, which can be used as collateral for
debt financing to obtain the rest. 

• Without having to go out and make additional deals, this gives us the fastest way to
begin the production on this film. With all the money in place we can hire a director
and the entire cast and crew, secure locations and permits, and start filming earlier
than expected, which means a faster return. 

• Once "Cyrus" Cyrus" is completed, the first step of the plan is to get accepted into a variety
of top tier film festivals, which will grow its exposure. We will be attending and
exhibiting at Cannes Film Festival in France in May 2018 to establish contacts and
distribution channels. 

• Additionally, we will also be looking to partner up with a Foreign Sales Agent Foreign Sales Agent to
market and sell the movie internationally, territory-by-territory, at the many film
markets and conventions held throughout the year. These markets and conventions
take place in various cities (Cannes, France, Berlin, Germany, Santa Monica,
California, etc.) around the world, where buyers from various countries seek to
purchase the rights to independently produced movies such as “Cyrus”“Cyrus”. 

Liquidity and Capital ResourcesLiquidity and Capital Resources

The production budget is $15 million - depending on the cost of the main cast and the
shooting location. We would like to raise an initial $ 107,000 through crowdfunding,
followed by an additional raise of up to $ 1,070,000 to fund initial development and
pre-production costs. With initial financing, we can secure the expertise of additional
production resources (Unit Production Manager, Cost estimator, Casting Director and
Music Supervisor, Etc.) to prepare a detailed production budget, shooting schedule,
and production plan. Our Finished product will be a fully completed motion picture
suitable for global distribution. 

Other available sources of capital include: 

• Additional equity fundraising campaign to let more investors learn of the
opportunity while the campaign is still running. Use as a proof of concept to attract
additional team members to expand our current network. 

• Capitalize on our connections and network to obtain matching funds. From there we
can hire a sales agent and work on obtaining a cast that will give us solid exposure
both nationally and internationally. 

• We will be attending and exhibiting in Film Festivals for promoting our movie and



arrange pre-sales from several territories, which can be used as collateral for debt
financing. 

• We will also be looking to partner up with a Foreign Sales Agent Foreign Sales Agent to market and sell
the movie internationally, territory-by-territory, at the many film markets and
conventions held throughout the year. These markets and conventions take place in
various cities (Cannes, France, Berlin, Germany, Santa Monica, California, etc.) around
the world, where buyers from various countries seek to purchase the rights to
independently produced movies such as “Cyrus”“Cyrus”. 

IndebtednessIndebtedness

The Company has not had any material terms of indebtedness.

Recent offerings of securitiesRecent offerings of securities

None

ValuationValuation

$15,000,000.00

We have not undertaken any efforts to produce a valuation of the Company. The
valuation is based on our production budget. We have a fully developed script,
marketing materials, video production and associated intellectual properties. Our
business is to produce and distribute a first-class motion picture based in the life and
legacy of Cyrus the Great. The production budget is $ 15 million, depending on the
cost of the main cast and the shooting location. We would like to raise an initial
$107,000 through crowdfunding, followed by an additional raise of up to $ 1,070,000
to fund initial development and pre-production costs. The crowdfunding investors
will be a part of the overall financing for the movie and will have the potential to
participate on a revenue sharing basis in the net profits from the distribution of the
motion picture. We already have a very powerful script and pre-production trailers
covering various movie scenes and the synopsis. With initial financing, we can secure
the expertise of additional production resources (Unit Production Manager, Cost
estimator, Casting Director and Music Supervisor, Etc.) to prepare a detailed
production budget, shooting schedule, and production plan. Our Finished product will
be a fully completed motion picture suitable for global distribution.

USE OF PROCEEDSUSE OF PROCEEDS

  
Offering AmountOffering Amount

SoldSold
Offering AmountOffering Amount

SoldSold

Total Proceeds:Total Proceeds: $10,000 $107,000



Less: Offering Expenses

StartEngine Fees (6% total
fee)

$600 $6,420

Net ProceedsNet Proceeds $9,400 $100,580

Use of Net Proceeds:Use of Net Proceeds:
R& D & Production

$5,000 $60,000

Marketing $2,400 $25,000

Working Capital $1,000 $10,000

Attorney & Accountant $1,000 $10,000

Administrative $5,580

Total Use of Net ProceedsTotal Use of Net Proceeds $9,400 $100,580

 We are seeking to raise a minimum of $10,000 and up to $107,000  in this offering
through Regulation Crowdfunding.If we manage to raise our over allotment amount of
$107,000, we will spent this amount toward development, marketing, and pre-
production expenditure. 

Typically, in raising money for an independent film, you rarely get all the money from
one place. It tends to come from a variety of different sources to get the full amount.
Therefore, we are seeking the starting funds here. Depending on how much we can
raise here, we have a plan on how to move forward: 

• Use part of the money to raise awareness of the equity fundraising campaign to let
more investors learn of the opportunity while the campaign is still running. Use as a
proof of concept to attract additional team members to expand our current network. 

• With almost a third of the budget attained we can begin to use our connections to
obtain matching funds. From there we can hire a sales agent and work on obtaining a
cast that will give us solid exposure both nationally and internationally. This will allow
us to get some pre-sales from several territories, which can be used as collateral for
debt financing to obtain the rest. 

• Without having to go out and make additional deals, this gives us the fastest way to
begin the production on this film. With all the money in place we can hire a director



and the entire cast and crew, secure locations and permits, and start filming earlier
than expected, which means a faster return. 

• Once "Cyrus" Cyrus" is completed, the first step of the plan is to get accepted into a variety
of top tier film festivals, which will grow its exposure. We will be attending and
exhibiting at Cannes Film Festival in France in May 2018 to establish contacts and
distribution channels. 

• Additionally, we will also be looking to partner up with a  Foreign Sales Agent Foreign Sales Agent to
market and sell the movie internationally, territory-by-territory, at the many film
markets and conventions held throughout the year. These markets and conventions
take place in various cities (Cannes, France, Berlin, Germany, Santa Monica,
California, etc.) around the world, where buyers from various countries seek to
purchase the rights to independently produced movies such as “Cyrus”“Cyrus”. 

Irregular Use of ProceedsIrregular Use of Proceeds

The Company might incur Irregular Use of Proceeds that may include but are not
limited to the following over $10,000: Vendor payments and salary made to
employees; any expense labeled "Administration Expenses" that is not strictly for
administrative purposes; any expense labeled "Travel and Entertainment"; any
expense that is for the purposes of inter-company debt or back payments.

REGULATORY INFORMATIONREGULATORY INFORMATION

DisqualificationDisqualification

No disqualifying event has been recorded in respect to the company or its officers or
directors.

Compliance failureCompliance failure

The company has not previously failed to comply with Regulation CF.

Annual ReportAnnual Report

The company will make annual reports available at http://cyrusthemovie.com/annual-
reports/ The annual reports will be available within 120 days of the end of the issuer's
most recent fiscal year.



EXHIBIT B TO FORM CEXHIBIT B TO FORM C

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND INDEPENDENT ACCOUNTANT'S REVIEW FOR CyrusFINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND INDEPENDENT ACCOUNTANT'S REVIEW FOR Cyrus
The Great Production Company, IncThe Great Production Company, Inc

[See attached]























EXHIBIT C TO FORM CEXHIBIT C TO FORM C

PROFILE SCREENSHOTSPROFILE SCREENSHOTS

[See attached]















VIDEO TRANSCRIPT (Exhibit D)VIDEO TRANSCRIPT (Exhibit D)

  Main Video   Main Video 

hello I'm Alan Bailey I'm the executive00:10producer and president of Cyrus the00:12Greathello I'm Alan Bailey I'm the executive00:10producer and president of Cyrus the00:12Great
productions and I'm dr. Alex Parr00:16senior producer and co-writer of Cyrus00:19the Great theproductions and I'm dr. Alex Parr00:16senior producer and co-writer of Cyrus00:19the Great the
motion picture prior to00:21becoming the executive producer of this00:24motion picture Imotion picture prior to00:21becoming the executive producer of this00:24motion picture I
spent over 35 years00:27with Palmer pictures become as a senior00:30executive prior to thisspent over 35 years00:27with Palmer pictures become as a senior00:30executive prior to this
project I've00:33been a professor at California State00:35University and Pepperdine Universityproject I've00:33been a professor at California State00:35University and Pepperdine University
are00:38taught courses in business and strategy00:41on the TV session TM TV where we'veare00:38taught courses in business and strategy00:41on the TV session TM TV where we've
done00:45a number of projects as well as a number00:48of documentaries so why do a moviedone00:45a number of projects as well as a number00:48of documentaries so why do a movie
about00:52Cyrus almost 2,500 years ago Cyrus a00:56leader of wisdom and enduringabout00:52Cyrus almost 2,500 years ago Cyrus a00:56leader of wisdom and enduring
influence00:59and he created the largest empire ever01:02known the Persian Empire notinfluence00:59and he created the largest empire ever01:02known the Persian Empire not
through01:04cunning and brutality but through human01:08rights what is amazing about thisthrough01:04cunning and brutality but through human01:08rights what is amazing about this
motion01:10picture is really Cyrus's message which01:14is which really deals with humanmotion01:10picture is really Cyrus's message which01:14is which really deals with human
rights01:16and he came up with the first charter of01:19human rights the replica that is inrights01:16and he came up with the first charter of01:19human rights the replica that is in
the01:21United Nations giving freedom of01:24religion speech andthe01:21United Nations giving freedom of01:24religion speech and
employment01:26throughout his entire empire during his01:29reign he freed the last tribe ofemployment01:26throughout his entire empire during his01:29reign he freed the last tribe of
the01:32Jews from captivity from Babylon and01:34enabled them to return tothe01:32Jews from captivity from Babylon and01:34enabled them to return to
Jerusalem01:37we're very excited about this film we01:40have two01:41they're very strong withJerusalem01:37we're very excited about this film we01:40have two01:41they're very strong with
a very01:43passionate about this movie and I think01:45this is a story that needs to bea very01:43passionate about this movie and I think01:45this is a story that needs to be
told01:48we're offering an opportunity for you as01:51an investor to come on board with ustold01:48we're offering an opportunity for you as01:51an investor to come on board with us
on01:54this journey and you can do so with an01:56investment in the actual companyon01:54this journey and you can do so with an01:56investment in the actual company
that01:58owns the rights01:59Cyrus the Great productions one of the02:01exciting things aboutthat01:58owns the rights01:59Cyrus the Great productions one of the02:01exciting things about
them involved in02:03this project it's once this movie is02:06finished and produced andthem involved in02:03this project it's once this movie is02:06finished and produced and
released you02:09can actually say that you were involved02:12in production of a major motionreleased you02:09can actually say that you were involved02:12in production of a major motion
picture02:15so we hope that your live s with us and02:18join us on this journey thank youpicture02:15so we hope that your live s with us and02:18join us on this journey thank you
for02:22watching02:26[Applause]                                                                                  for02:22watching02:26[Applause]                                                                                  

  THE MOVIETHE MOVIE

  

Twenty-five hundred years ago, Cyrus the Great, a leader of wisdom and virtue and enduring
influence, created the Persian Empire, conquered Babylon, freed the Jews from captivity,
formulated mankind’s first human rights charter, ruled over those he conquered with respect
and benevolence, and changed the course of world history. A fast-paced drama of the life of
Cyrus the Great that begins when he is kidnapped at birth because of prophecy, and left to die in
the wilderness. The beginnings of a heroic warrior destined to become the founder of an empire
that would stretch from Africa and Egypt to India. In the tradition of films like Braveheart,
Gladiator, Ben-Hur, and the Ten Commandments, Cyrus the Great is an epic retelling of one of
the most extraordinary men who ever lived.



Cyrus The Motion Picture - Segment 1 UpdateCyrus The Motion Picture - Segment 1 Update

00:102,500 years ago00:11Cyrus the great leader of wisdom virtue00:16and enduring influence
created the00:19Persian Empire conquered Babylon freed00:23the Jews from captivity
established00:25mankind's first human rights Charter00:28ruled over those he conquered
with00:30respect and benevolence and changed the00:34course of world history now
experience00:44the real-life story of cyrus the great00:48kidnapped at birth because of a
prophecy00:52and left to die in the wilderness00:54the humble beginnings of a heroic

00:57warrior destined to become the architect01:00of an empire that spanned from
Africa01:04and Egypt to the far reaches of India in01:08the tradition of award-winning
films01:10like Braveheart gladiator Ben Hur and

01:13the Ten Commandments Cyrus the Great is01:14the epic tale of the most
extraordinary01:19of men

Cyrus Segment 2 Update

born into royalty the son of Kimba see00:14the first king of Persia and Mandana
the00:17princess @media00:19after he is born his grandfather asset00:22agus the king of media
has a dream that00:26his daughter will give birth to a king00:28that will overthrow him he
orders his00:33most trusted general harf agus to take00:36the baby and kill it00:38our Pagis
agrees and takes the child00:41into the wilderness to kill him unable00:44to kill the newborn
Harpe agus gives00:47Cyrus to a shepherd and his wife who00:49recently had a
stillborn00:57Syrus grows up far from the politics of01:00the Royals Tunes to hunt grow strong
in01:04the wilderness shepherding herds he also01:08learns honesty kindness and
compassion01:12along with morals they instilled in him01:15Cyrus meets a young girl a
commoner her01:19name is Cassandra and she is his first01:23love soon after he meets a man
that has01:31been traveling for months it feels like01:36destiny he is a Hebrew from
Jerusalem01:40the Babylonians overthrew Jerusalem took01:44his people as slaves and brought
them to01:47Babylon there is a prophecy that a man01:50will come to free them the man
that01:53Cyrus meets is none other than the01:54prophet Daniel Daniel sees
something01:58special in this young son of a shepherd02:01he can tell this boy has a destiny
and02:05 their meeting is more than mere 02:07 coincidence when Cyrus discovers his 02:14
true identity he returns to his father's 02:17 palace there he continues a different 02:20 kind of
education one a philosophy 02:23 politics warfare and instruction on how 02:26 to rule the
kingdom campesi tells him of 02:29 the Babylonians the greatest threat to 02:32 Persia the king
of Babylon Balthazar a 02:35 cruel dangerous and impulsive man ruled 02:39 his kingdom
through intrigue decadence 02:41 and corruption Kemba see tell Cyrus 02:45 Balthazar 02:46
he's the greatest threat to their 02:47 kingdom and Cyrus will have to deal with 02:50 him one
day chem visi dies when Cyrus is 02:54 21 and he inherits the throne 02:57 he seems to have
nothing in common with 03:00 the girls at court so he returns to the 03:04 countryside for
Cassandra and marries03:07 her 03:15 [Music] English (auto-generated)



STARTENGINE SUBSCRIPTION PROCESS (Exhibit E)STARTENGINE SUBSCRIPTION PROCESS (Exhibit E)

Platform Compensation

As compensation for the services provided by StartEngine Capital, the issuer is required to
pay to StartEngine Capital a fee consisting of a 6-8% (six to eight percent) commission
based on the dollar amount of securities sold in the Offering and paid upon disbursement
of funds from escrow at the time of a closing. The commission is paid in cash and in
securities of the Issuer identical to those offered to the public in the Offering at the sole
discretion of StartEngine Capital. Additionally, the issuer must reimburse certain
expenses related to the Offering. The securities issued to StartEngine Capital, if any, will
be of the same class and have the same terms, conditions and rights as the securities being
offered and sold by the issuer on StartEngine Capital’s website.

Information Regarding Length of Time of Offering

Investment Cancellations: Investors will have up to 48 hours prior to the end of the
offering period to change their minds and cancel their investment commitments for any
reason. Once within 48 hours of ending, investors will not be able to cancel for any reason,
even if they make a commitment during this period.
Material Changes: Material changes to an offering include but are not limited to: A
change in minimum offering amount, change in security price, change in management,
material change to financial information, etc. If an issuer makes a material change to the
offering terms or other information disclosed, including a change to the offering deadline,
investors will be given five business days to reconfirm their investment commitment. If
investors do not reconfirm, their investment will be cancelled and the funds will be
returned.

Hitting The Target Goal Early & Oversubscriptions

StartEngine Capital will notify investors by email when the target offering amount has hit
25%, 50% and 100% of the funding goal. If the issuer hits its goal early, and the minimum
offering period of 21 days has been met, the issuer can create a new target deadline at
least 5 business days out. Investors will be notified of the new target deadline via email
and will then have the opportunity to cancel up to 48 hours before new deadline.
Oversubscriptions: We require all issuers to accept oversubscriptions. This may not be
possible if: 1) it vaults an issuer into a different category for financial statement
requirements (and they do not have the requisite financial statements); or 2) they reach
$1.07M in investments. In the event of an oversubscription, shares will be allocated at the
discretion of the issuer.
If the sum of the investment commitments does not equal or exceed the target offering
amount at the offering deadline, no securities will be sold in the offering, investment
commitments will be cancelled and committed funds will be returned.
If a StartEngine issuer reaches its target offering amount prior to the deadline, it may
conduct an initial closing of the offering early if they provide notice of the new offering
deadline at least five business days prior to the new offering deadline (absent a material
change that would require an extension of the offering and reconfirmation of the
investment commitment). StartEngine will notify investors when the issuer meets its



target offering amount. Thereafter, the issuer may conduct additional closings until the
offering deadline.

Minimum and Maximum Investment Amounts

In order to invest, to commit to an investment or to communicate on our platform, users
must open an account on StartEngine Capital and provide certain personal and non-
personal information including information related to income, net worth, and other
investments.
Investor Limitations: Investors are limited in how much they can invest on all
crowdfunding offerings during any 12-month period. The limitation on how much they
can invest depends on their net worth (excluding the value of their primary residence) and
annual income. If either their annual income or net worth is less than $107,000, then
during any 12-month period, they can invest up to the greater of either $2,200 or 5% of the
lesser of their annual income or net worth. If both their annual income and net worth are
equal to or more than $107,000, then during any 12-month period, they can invest up to
10% of annual income or net worth, whichever is less, but their investments cannot exceed
$107,000.
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